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Po r t land Cam p us

UMP Opens Urban Center

CENTER DIRECTOR Frank O'Donald

URBAN ADULT Learning Center at 218 State St.

First Time For UMP
schools.
by John J. O'Neill
The Urban Adult -Learning
Center
is a research demonThe Urban Adult Learning
stration
project in the sense
Center, the only full-time
that
it
is
on an experimental
adult educational program in
basis
and
that
its results
the state, represents the
will
be
published
to be used
fist program in which the
as
a
determining
factor
in
University of Maine has gone
the
further
development
of
directly into the communisuch programs.
The publishing
ty. The center was instiof
this
report,
which
will
tuted and is under the responbe written by observers from
sibility of the Continuing
outside the project in order
Education Division of the
to give an entirely objective
Portland campus.
Located at
view,
was a specification
218 State Street, it will be
set
by
t he government in the
opened daily from 8a.m . to
gr
a
nting
of funds.
lOp.m. , tentatively, beginAll
of
the positions on
ning on October 15. The
the
staff
have
been filled
basic objective of the program
except
for
that
of an
is two-fold. The first goal
assist a nt d'irector for recruitis to improve and expand the
ment and counseling. This
education and employment opposition involves performing
portunities of all residents
in the Model City area who are in service training in counseling techniques with the staff
16 years of age ' and older
and individual counseling and
and who have not reached the
testing with the students eneighth grade education level.
rolled in the project. The
The second objective is to
two requirements for this fullfind new ways of motivating
time job is a masters degree
these residents to enroll
in counseling and the ability
in the program and to retain
to relate to people in the Mothem once they have enrolled.
del City area. Mr. Frank
An example of one of the
O'Donald, director of adult
ways already used to make the
program more attractive is the education at the center,
pointed out that this is the
location of the center.
only position the center had
Since some of the potential
to advertise for since he
students identify the public
received an average of eight
school with their past bad
applicants for each of the
experience in education, the
other positions.
Students from
center operates from a building seperate from the public
(Con't on page six)

Financial Aid
In Trouble
by Paul LaBrie
As with any major university system, the _need for
student aid is a basic one.
This year in relation to
the state of the economy, i.e.
inflation and unemployment
rates etc., this need has
been increased.
The problem we're faced with
at UMP thu s , is twofold. We
have on one hand an increased
need, and cons equently, an
increased demand on the student
aid facilities.
As a result,
there is a genuine lack of
re s ource s on both the part of
the student and the Financial
Aid facilities.
In plain
figures, the need for student
aid money at UMP is currently
estimated at about $500,000.
The actual amount available
this year is set at about
$100,000. Of this amount,
about 75% is devote d to the
work-study program; 23% to
scholarships, private, federal,
and University; and about
12% of the money to the
National Student Defense Loans.
July 1st of this year, saw
a merger of the Gorham and
Portland student aid facilities. Mr. Jerry Sullivan was
consequently placed in charge
of the combined departments.
Mr. Sullivan accepted this
office at a time when the
student aid issue was most
(Con't on page seven)
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Pussillanimous Pussyfooters
Much to oyr chagrin i t appears as though history is repeating itself as the Student Senate, once again this year, is
demonstrating its ability for wasting time.
When the spectacle which was laugh 1 ngly referred to as a
group of student representatives finally expired its term last
spring, optimism abounded concerning th e new Senate.
It was
felt that i t could not po6sibly even co me close to making the
gross errors that its predecessor had.
Unfortunately, the
meeting of last Tuesday showed that few lessons had been learned from last year.
Shortly after the start of the session Campus Mayor Fred
Ream asked the Senate ko discuss his proposal for a Halloween
Costume Party.
The ensuing debate lasted no less than 45
minutes.
It should not be supposed that such a situation was
a unique one; at their first meeting of the year, a large amount
of time was spent discussing a Casco Bay Cruise, , which even tual l y drew less than 100 people.
So also appear~ to be the fate
of the Halloween affair.
The lost time would not have been so important had there
been nothing else on the agenda.
It turned out that there was,
however, as an investigating committee was formed to study the
Cafeteria ..
The discussion of the committee, undoubtedly the
most significant action of the meeting, did not come until
after two o'clock; by which
time some Senators had left because of a class and the audience had diminished to only two
onlookers.
For the Student Senate to carry on in this manner for the
~est of the year would be a grave mistake.
On such pressing
issues as the tuition difference between Gorham and UMP and
wording of diplomas the Senate must ta k e the initiative.
If
we wait for the Gorham Senate, a body that has shown itself to
be ineffeicient at best and incompetent at worst, to make a
move, we may -still be waiting next July.

Shakespeare Play

To Be Studied
PORTLAND---An opportunity
to study Shakespeare's Henry
_Vin detail is being offered
to adults desiring to participate in a Tuesday forenoon
course at UMP.
,
Miss Catharine Bancroft
Beatley vill conduct the
10-week course, which is for
personal fulfillment, without college credit, beg.:j,,nning
October 6 from 10-11:30 a.m.
Registrations may be made

through the Continuing Education Division at UMP.
In addition to the play,
Henry V, which Miss Beatley
terms the liveliest of
Shakespeare's historical
dramas, she will devote tne
last half hour of the period
to the lyric poetry of John
Keats.
The study of Henry v
will mark the seventh such
in-depth analysis of Shakespeare ~s works to be presented
by Miss Beatley on the Portland
campus. The series began in
the spring of 1967 with Othello.
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Structural Developments
Subject of
Academic Committee

Structural developments in
higher education was the main
subject of the Saturday meeting
of the Ad Hoc Committee on
Academic Organization for UMPG.
Speaking in the morning
session of the meeting was Dr.
Herbert Kells, associated with
the Middle-Atlantic States
Board of AccreJidation in
York City, who discussed the
structure, centralization, and
p ower structure of the public
universities.
Dr. Kells spoke
mostly of his experiences at
Rutgers University, where he
was the associate provost.
Reports of various subcommittees occupied most of the afternoon session. The 1-2 year
program a~d the undergraduate
subcommittees met during the
past week and selected chairmen. Chosen were John Bay and
Paul Rogers, respectively. A
motion was passed that each
subcommittee chairman appoint
one member of his group to a
joint suticommittee on admission
as an information sharing body.

October 5,
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Gym Sullivan Speaks
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that has to . be worked out.
I think that we will have to .
alternate our athletic events
between Gorham and Portland.
VIKING: Will there be any
new sports, such as football,
for the merged institution?
SULLIVAN: We haven't de.veloped a concept of adding
to our program the intercollegiate sport of ' football.
But I have always seen football as a sport which would
really unite the two campusesthere would be much esprit de
corps, cohesian, and unity to
unify the student body.
It
would be a valuable asset, if
it could be inaugurated without too much cost.
I have
repeatedly contended that
we could have football once
we had a student ~nrollment
of 3,000, which we will have
· with the merger. As far as
· the facilities go, we have
them with the Portland Stadium
with its lighting system
which ·would permit night
football.
There is, however ;
the initial cost of equipment, coaches, insurance, and
travel expenses which would
have
to be rectified someUMPG's DIRECTOR OF Physical Education James V.
where.
Sullivan.
VIKING: Have any school
colors been selected yet for
VIKING: There was much
VIKING INTERVIEW:
UMPG?
controversy a year or so
Professor James Sullivan
SULLIVAN:
We have decided,
ago about the tearing down
UMPG Director of -Physical
along with Gorham, to have
of the gym. You spent a
Education
the
colors selected by a podecade in it. How did you
pular
vote of the student
feel about its destruction?
Now in his eleventh year
body.
That's the method which
SULLIVAN: Actually, the
at UMP, Professor James Sulliwas
used
to select the current
construction of the gym was
van has recently been made
"Viking"
symbol for UMP. The
very unsafe; the roof and
the Director of Physical
combined
staff,
Portland ~Gorham
walls leaked and were unEducation for UMPG. He
will
make
a
recommendation,
sound. The only argument agraduated from Maine in 1951
however.
gainst
tearing it down was
and received his M.Ed.
VIKING:
The administrative
that it was of historical
from the University of Delaspect
of
the athletic provalue. However, the empty
aware in 1954. When he came
gram
will
remain
the same for
area of land could now ~etter
here he coached baseball
1970-71.
·
How
will
it change
lend itself to some new sort
and basketball for three
in
'71-72?
of st.r ucture.
years, directed intramurals
SULLIVAN: We have been
VIKING:
How do you feel the
for the next two, and since
consulting with Dr. Richard
merger will affect UMP? Will
the mid ' 1960's has taught and
Costello
(Athletic Director)
it dilute the student body
held an administrative poof
Gorham
for over a year.
or faculty?
sition.
Since
he
has
been there for
SULLIVAN: No, I don't think
The following is an inter14
years,
and
I have only been .
it will dilute either the
view held with Prof. · Sulliheie
for
11,
·
he
h~d his
faculty or student body at
van in his office.
choice
of
being
either
Athleall. Each school has always
tic
Director
of
Physical
Eduhad a separate mission.
VIKING: Could you briefly
cation.
or
Director
of
AthleGorham was a teacher-pretell us what the school was
tics. He chose to be the
paration
school and we were
like when you came here in
A.D.
and I wanted to be
a liberal arts, engineering,
1959 and how it has 9hanged
the
Director
of . P. E. , so we .
and business administration
since in athletie,s and
both
got
our
wishes.
We will
school. Whether these two
other areas?
make
this
type
of
room
schools can be merged reSULLIVAN: The basement of
recommendation .to the new mains
to be seen. Although
the old gym was used p2rtly
President.
I feel there will be some
for for athletics nnd physiVIKING: . What is the difference
problems,
I think it can be
cal education and partly for
between :the two positions?
done.
a cafeteria and student
SULLIVAN: My ,job will be
union area. We had 188 boys,
VIKING:
In the area of athto head all t~e physical
the two sports of basket- .
letics, can you tell us· what,
education programs; his will
ball and baseball, and a
if any, programs are being
be the scheduling and organismall intramural program. I
considered?
zing of the intercollegiate
would like to say that the
'SULLIVAN: We have met several
athletic events. The only
students who have attended ,
times about our athletic proaddition will · be that our
this school haye always
grams. We felt we had to
positions will· overlap somebeen sincere, hard-working.
have a one-unit program with
what on a day-by-day basis.
people whose reasons for
one athletic team in all sports. Of course, this is only our
going here included the
This desire is dictated by
recommendation and has to be
fact that they just didn't
the fact that if a school
subject
to approval by the
have the ,money to go to
is a member of the NCAA or
new
President.
another campus. They felt
ECAC; to which we both belong,
VIKING: Turning now to
that at UMP they could get
then there is to be only
another area, have you fo~nd
a qua l ity education and, in
one team to represent both
that your expectations
addition, could transfer
campuses . Where th_e games
for this new gymnasium have
their credits to any other
will be played and the meets
(cont'~. on page fiv e )
university .
run . is sti ll something
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In Loco Parentis

IN LOCO PARENTIS
by Eddie L. ~eard
A member of the University
of Maine Board of Trustees
last December stated that if
the administrative merger of
Pogo u. did not prove workable "it will come back to the
Board." The UMP community
at that time developed a
"Let's, Wait and See" attitude.
While it is still fairly
early in the merger, a peripheral view of some adverse
effects may be in order.
First, a few random comments
on some economical aspects
and the progress of some merger
committees.
The Trustees ordered the
establishment of an Advisory
Committee which, after failing
to fulfill its responsibilities
and after being junked by the
Chancellor, no longer holds
meetings. The Presidential
Search Committee, headed by
the same person who chaired
the ill-fated Portland-Gorham
Task Force, has failed to come
up with anything. They did
not even have a chance to
influence the selection of the
Acting President.
In spite
of their Chairman's proclamation last March that they
would have "at least three
names" by July 1, 1970, the
Committee is no closer to • a
candidate than at the time
they were appointed.
Up until last December, a
half a million dollars was
expended for various studies
leading up to the merger decision. The separation of
UMP from the Orono campus,
according to a source close
to the Chancellor, carried a
price tag of an additional
quarter of a million dollars.
Two new committees, which
will cost in the vicinity of
$100,000, have been set up
by President MacLeod) upon the
advice from the Chancellor.
While not disagreeing with
the policy of paying committee
members (faculty receive the
equivalent of $3500-$5000
in credit hours; students
receive $150), the committees,
as constituted, are unnecessary
and incapable ·of carrying out
their duties.
The Academy for Educational
Development, comprising nationally known experts from the
biggest universities, conducted
th~ study that set . up the
super university system and
recommended the present merger and master plan. The cost
of these experts in a full-time
study was only half the cost

of these two committees. Besides the cost of the committees, MacLeod will deny the
students sixty credit hours
taught by these teachers. The
courses . will either have to
be dropped or taught by less
competent lecturers. This
is directly related to the
Peter Principle article in
last week's column.
While committees and task
forces have failed in their
missions, the vanguard of
the adverse effects of the ·
merger have begun to appear.
A new book store manager
arrives who thinks she serves
the faculty rather than the
. students. Before the ink was
dry on her appointment paper,
Mrs. Margo Lemke decided to
prohibit students from continuing the policy of cashing
checks in her book store.
New stringent policies have
been enacted to prevent students from returning books
they have found are not needed in their courses.
Financial aid is in the
worst shape ever. The Chancellor uses the Financial
Aid Officer as personal messenger boy across the State.
While the aid officer has
always been available to the
Portland student, under the
new merger set-up, the student
can ~nly see him~ Friday
morn~ngs. The loan funds
disappeared into Orono hands.
The UMP Student Senate helped
out with $500, but an additional $5000 is needed if the
program is to be successful.
Like check cashing, the University takes absolutely no
risk in this program. The
student can not register for
the next semester, receive
his diploma, or get a transcript without paying the
money back. A powerful incentive, indeed. Another disappointing aspect of funds
is . that the finan~ial aid
funds at -Gorham, despite the
merge~, have been restricted
· to the Goiham studen~. This
situation must change.
The Registrar, who has
never· handled the duties of
a real Registrar before, will
serve 3500 day students at
both campuses. The files of
the public information office,
having had easy accessibility
in the past, are now b~ing
moved to the Gorham campus.
Even the colors of the sign
on the Portland campus lawn
were selected by the Gorham
Student Senate President.
Unfortunately this article
can only ramble on at the
various ill effects of the
administrative merger thus
far.
It is . hoped that higher
administrators will work out
the bugs .1:n the ·n ear future;
that is if they are bugs.
If
they aren't, perhaps the
Board should reconsider their
December decision to merge.
It is recommended that William
MacLeod request the new book
store manager to rei"nstitute
the policy of check cashing

October 5, 1970

and improve the policy on
book returns; and request
the financial aid officer
to spend half his time on
each campus.
Most importantly, it is
recommended that the Chancellor ask Board approval
for contracting a professional study group (perhaps
AED) to carry out a full
study on the development of
an academic plan for the
merged institution in view
of present and anticipated
resources.
The two committees set u~ should be abolished and the $100,000
should be used for that
study.
If these recommendations are ~arried . out, it .
would place McNeil and MacLeod
in a position of being beneficial IN LOCO PARENTIS.

CED To P·resent
Family Planning Course
pr. Ronald Mazer, Assistant
Professor of Biology at UMP,
will teacn a Continuing
Education Division course entitled Human Reproduction,
Contraception, and Family
Planning to start October
20, 1970.
In describing the course,
a CED bulletin said, "At a
time during which there is a
great deal of discussion and
controvercy, in the area of
sexual behavior, this course
is being offered to clarify
any misconceptions concerning
human reproduction." ·
Topics to be presented
dur:ing the sixteen class
sessions include human ~reproductive anatomy and physiology,
sexual arousal, fertility,
types and functions of contraceptive devices, homosexuality, pregnancy, conception,
masturbation, family planning,
and reproductive senility.
Dr. Mazer, who received
his B.A. from Bowdoin College
and his M.S. and Ph.D. at the
University of New Hampshire,
pointed out that the course
is not "a sex education course"
but is concerned with the
"nitty-gritty" of sex.

Good Food! Good Drink!
Good Times!

,---~---~-~~~~~~---,
t · Bard Special

I
I

t

I6 oz. Sirloin Beef I
t

, · ·t
t

t

with
t
grilled onions t
~ .peppers
t

-

85

1

t_ _ _ _ _ :.,. _ _ _ _ _ j

Live Entertainment Tues. & Sat. Night
311 Forest Ave.. Portland, Maine

I
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Curtis Speaks At UMP ,
Citing the major priorities
bf a possible second term to
be medicaid, tax relief for
the elderly, and "development
through conservation", Governor Kenneth M. Curtis spoke
and answered questions i n LBA
last Tuesday.

:d~:d~::i~i~i;ii!i!!~rn:

b~r~~~d~~! ~~~~~

"I think a student should be
able to compete in something he
likes phy sical."
been met? If not, what would
you like to see added?
SULLIVAN: The only thing
the set-up lacks is a
swimming pool. As the facility itself, I think it is
as comprehensive as any gymnasium in the country.
We
have everything - a modern
dance room, a weight lifting
room, a multi-purpose room,
classrooms, health center,
etc. As for a swimming pool,
we have made arrangement for
that until we obtain the
necessary one-half million
dollars to construct the
p ool . The plumbing fi x tures
are all set, the locker rooms
are ready, and we plan to
tunnel from this building
to the -- pool. .
VIKING: How do you plan to
get the money?
SULLIVAN: We would have to
go to the legislature or try
for private donations.
VIKING: What is your general
philosophy on physical education? Should it be
stressed more or less?
SULLIVAN: I think a student
should be able to compete in
something he likes physically.
What we have done is to inaugurate a program in which we
the student's strengths and
weaknesses and to teach him
a sport he can be active in
during his later years.
Therefore, we have made our
schedule an elective one
for the person enrolled
in a gym class, as he can
take squash, badminton, volley ball, gol!, bciwling,
archery, or anything he wants.
The only setback is a lack
of time.
I would favor a
two-year elective program.

Education Forum To M-eet
The Education Forum Club will
meet on Tuesday,, -Oct. 6, at one·
o'clock in 206 Payson-Smith
Hall. Anyone interested in
joining may contact either Dr.
Colucci or Mrs. Moore.

;:!o~~~~:~reiD
Leo introducted Curtis b y citing the accomplishments of the
governor's term in office.
Followi ng a brief speech,
Curtis answered a variety of
questions.
On t he l egalization
of abcirtion Curtis stated that
when the abortion bill first
appeared he "leaned considerably towards liberalized abortion laws " . Since then, however, he has become concerned
about what has happened in
other states which have legalized abortion.
His future
course of action will be decided only after he has "listened long and hard to the
dabate on the issue".
Responding to - a question on
tourism Curtis said that "any
state which depends on tourism

!( ' ~-
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When you know
it's for keeps
Happily, all you r special moments together wi ll be
symboli zed fo reve r by yo ur engagem ent and
wedding rings. If th e name. Keepsa ke is in the
ring and on the tag , you are assured of fi ne quality
and lasting satisfac tion. The engagement
d iamond is flawless. of superb color. and precise
cut. Your Keepsake Jeweler has a sel ection of
many love ly styles. He's in the yellow
pag es under " Jewele rs. "
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UMP To Study
Law Enforcemenf
We Want You To Join Our Church

As An

Ordained Minister
And Have The Rank Of

Dodor of Divinity
Wt are a non-structured f1 ith , undenominatiONI,
with no traditlon1I doctrine o, dogrnl;. Our fut
vowing church is Ktiwly 1Nking MW minilterl
who beltwe what we believe; All men are entitled

to their own convicdon1; To Mek truth their own
w1y. 'Nhlltwer it mey be, no questions llked. M a
mintlter of the church, you may :
1. Start your own church and epply for IX·
emption from property and other tax•
2. l'lrform ~
. boptitrn, funerals ond
111 other minirtlrial functions.
3. Enjoy reduced ret• from some modN of
tranlp()rtltion, IOffll thuten, ltorN, hot.ts,

....

4. Seek draft exemption • one of our work·
ing milli<>Mrt91. We will tell you how.
EnclOII a fr• will donltion for the Ministet'1
cr9dlnti1l1 ind ltCenN. We allO isa,e Doctor of
Divinity 049°N1. We ,re State Chartered and your
ordination ii recognized in all 50 stlt9S and molt
fo,-eign countrNIS. FREE LIFE CHURCHBOX 4039, HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33023.

CANTEEN CO.
OF MAINE
CeapleteV....., ...

...... r ... a.wtce

UMPG has been awarded a
$60.000 grant by the Maine
Law Enforcement Planning and
Assistance Agency in response
to a proposal submitted by
Dr. M. Karlynn Hinman,
assistant professor of political science.
In announcing the grant,
Dr. William J. MacLeod, said
the funds would aid in the
development of a program in
law enforcement at UMP.
The program, designed to
serve persons presently
employed in criminal justice
field s as well as regular
underg raduate students, will
be bas ed on three key features:
a strong social-science
foundat ion; community relations; and a multiple approach for special problems.
According to Dr. Hinman,
the immediate objective of
the program she has outlined
would be to prepare students
in the . field of law enforcement for a bachelors degree
in Criminal Justice.
(cont'd . on page eight)
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the program does not train an
individual in a particular skill,
but it does refer him to an
instituti on where he can receive
ad infinitum.
R. Meltzer Whips It Out
the tra'ining. Ci ting the
What does all that prove?
learning center's fact sheet,
Well, it proves that rock
by Greg "Flash" Callahan
the
project hopes to "develop
surpasses all other art forms
new
and innovative techniques
and in fact, leaves them at
'
R. Meltzer (known to his
for
teaching adult basic eduthe starting gate. Cuz all
friends as "R.") has had a
cation,
using the most sophistithe others are merely subtle
short and glorious career as
cated
software
and hardware
whereas rock is subtly obvious
a key figure and antisystems
available."
The term
hence more subtle. Further
figure in the notorious rock
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includes
such
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culture. He writes some
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and
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articles for "Fusion" (mostly)
books.
Educational
machines
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and "Circus" and some other
such as those used in speed
subtle blatant, AND THAT'S .
rock magazines that I can't
reading
courses are hardware
JUST THE BEGINNING. What's
remember. He was also vaguely
systems.
e v en better is that the rock
as~ociated with "Crawd.addy!"
Of the $900,000 appropriated
phenome
non rende rs all these
which was the first intellib
y
the federal gove rnme nt for
labels complete l y us e l e ss,
gent rock rag e v er.
So
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e
search
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h e nce justify ing the ir use
what!(?)
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e
duca
tion
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you so what. None of t h at
areas
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r
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s
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coun t ry , t he
It sound s h ard, I k now
woul d matte r too mu c h no
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u
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Le
ar
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i ng Center
bu t it ' s rea l ly loads of fun
matter how witty , cleve r ,
was
awarded
$200,000.
The Unionce you resign yourself to
or gene ra l ly fan t as t ic he
ver s ity of Maine and the Porti t . Meltzer's head is like
i s becau s e r ock wr iters are
land Publ i c School syst em conone massive computer that
a dime a dozen and easy t o
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syn
t
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all
kinds
of
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Di d I say a book ? I
the education a l a nd e mploy b een as s emb l e all a long but
MEAN the book, the d ef inati ve
men
t ladd e rs for program
n ~ve r we r e . Th a t's r ea ll y
book of rock.
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like
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a
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a
r
e
into
th
e
ard Meltzer, as well as a slew
on this l eve l is usually r eferr e d
o v erstateme nt sce n e too.
of pseudony ms like Borneo
to th e program in the Portland
Howe
v
er,
with
the
traditionJimmy, Lar Tusb, and Otto
School System. · However, in the
ally
straight
arts,
they
do
H~usmann) because I copied
near future, the, center in
so too self-consciously .
his style long ago, which
special, individual cases,
Everybody speaks in terms of
means writing re v iews that
will
prepare a student for the
"bo l d new Mov ements".
In
are not reviews but something
high
school equi v ilancy test.
roc k , that's a wa y of life.
else again (big d e al ) . You
Both
insturctors
and clos e d
Rock isn't tied to the tracould say tha·t Meltzer was/
curcuit television donated by
ditions
of
other
arts,
bei~ my mentor if you say things
the ETV will be used.
The~
cause it has absorbed these
li~e . that.
But that's just
student
in
the
project
is
traditions randomly and retrivial and besides, it
encouraged
to
go
as
jected them in the same way.
doesn't matter. What I'm
·far educationally as he is
We
have, then, a pure art
really talking about in acThis furthering of
form, because rock marches on; able.
tuality is the book, The
education may extend to the
oblivious
to
the
rules.
Aesthetics of Rock, which
university level sinc e the
True Pop Art.
Meltzer wrote ~you haven't
University of Maine r e cognizes
guessed that already).
From
the high school equivalency
the title, you might conclude
test.
Mr. Charles Roma,
that this is a very ambitious
assistant director of continuing
treatise, but actually it
the Portland and Gorham campu- _education at the center, is one
was written while Meltzer
of the personnel who help the
~es are needed to participate
watched television (and why
in the activities of the center projects participants pursue
not?). That doesn't matter
higher education.
on either a work-study or vobecause,
if you're a genius I
•
I
The CED is not the only agenlunteer basis. Education
it 11 show through whether
cy,
university or community,
majors can receive credits in
you spend three years on
which
participates in the censtudent teaching from the
your book or a week and a
ter.
For example, the Univerproject. At the same time,
half. Kerouac proved that,
sity
libraries
donated $1,000
they have the opportunity of
and you probably believ e it
to
be
used
in
the
buying of
participating in the building
too, unless you happen to
.
books.
The
Cooperative
Extenof a foundation of a flexible
be Truman Capote.
sion
Service
which
has
done
and creative educational proIn this book, Meltzer
some previous work in the Model
gram.
proves beyond a shadow of a
City
area will advise the proThe program will apply some
doubt that rock is the only
ject
in economic matters. The
of its ideas to the areas of
valid contemporary art form.
Gorham campus will help in
teacher/counselor or relationRock, see, is one art form
the evaluation of the program
ship,
curriculum and hardware
that incorporates all sorts
for the governmental report.
and software systems.
"Counof other art forms (like
Gorham has also started a
seling and relationship by the
d:ama, comedy, farce, pathos,
three-hour credit in regard
teacher is as important as what
viaual arts, as well as all
to work of the center, which
he (the teacher) is teaching,"
kinds of musical influenc e s).
is open to sophomores.
sta~ed Mr. Walter Fridinger,
In so being, rock is heavi ly
Some
of the workers at the
acting state director of contifortified by its own eclecprogram
will be from this
nuing education. Therefore,
ticism.
It becomes more
course.
The Portland Rosa
academics will be just one
than the sum total of its
True
facility
will help train
aspect of the program as a
parts and becomes a completethe
learning
center's
staff
whole.
In the area of currily new entity. Besides that,
and
make
available
to
them
rock music has an inbuilt self- culum, the center will try to
the
state
library.
identify all of the teaching
negation that no other art
with
the future goals of the
has because it's so blatantly
individual
student.
It is in
overstated and reliant on clithis
manner
that
it
will
relate
che that it ceases to be
education
and
career
orienmere cliche but parody of a
tation to employment.
However,
parody of a parody of cliche
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DISCONTENTMENT·
WRIGHT ON, FRANKLIN!
by Max Millard
In every generation,
there are born a few persons
of such great achievement
that their names are per~
manently preserved in the
English language as a
tribute to their mighty
accomplishments.
James
Watt, for example, is immortalized by the unit of
electricity which bears
his name. All biology
students are familiar with
the Krebs Cycle, named, of
course, in honor of the
famous Mr. Cycle.
I am prouc:i to announce
that Po r tlan d i s t h e home
of a man who de serve s to
have a wo rd coi ned af t e r
him . ,, Th a t man is Franklin
Wri g ht, e ditor of , the
Portland Press He rald.
Among hi s many duties, Mr.
Wri g ht is responsible for
cho osing which letters to
print from readers in the
column entitled, "Voice
of the People."
Now, I realize that Mr.
Wright has a very difficult
job. And he is so devoted
to his newspaper that he
even works extra hours,
doing things which most
editors don't take the
thime for.
As an example
let us examine "Voice of
the People." When I started
reading this section closely
a few months ago 1 I noticed
a very strange phenomenonthere appeared to be a
disproportionately large
number of letters which were
critical of Senator Edmund
Muskie. After a while,
I began to suspect that
maybe the editor was purposely not printing those
letters in support of Muskie~
Since I thought that newspapers were supposed to
pring letters of nearly all
political viewpoints, it
was difficult to believe
that Mr. Wright might throw
out any letters which had
some kind words for our
famous sentor.
Imagine the
extra time it would take to
dispose of those letters.
Such dedication!
In his editorials, Mr.
Wright had repeatedly made
it clear that he's not a
Muskie man. But I didn't
think it would be right
for me to accuse him of
forcing his opinion on
others until I got some
proof. So I decided to
write a letter to the Press
Herald.
The letter which I wrote
was in response to the following piece of doggerel
which appeared .in "Voice of
the People" on July 26:
"Only a few weeks ago Sen.
Muskie took a plane load of
his friends to attend a
funeral of black students,
killed during riots while
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tearing down Jackson State
College.
"A few days ago two white
policemen were killed by black
snipers while working on
community friendship programs
in black sections of Chicago.
"Sen. Muskie neither
took his friends to their
funeral, nor went there himself, nor has he even attended a funeral of Maine servicemen killed in Vietnam.
"It took Maine voters 12
years to see the true face
of their Junior Senator."
This letter made me so
furious that I immediately
sat down and wrote a reply t0 it, answering all the
charges and quoting Newsweek, which revealed that the
two black victims were "both
apparently innocent bystanders." I mailed my letter
to the Pres s Heraldon July
29, r e alizing that it would
h a v e a much greater impact
if it appeared as a rebuttal
whil e the first letter was
still clear in the minds of
the readers.
Four days
passed, and my rebuttctl
still hadn't appeared in
print, so I called the editor.
He said he had received my
letter, and that it would
be printed shortly. On
August 4, the following
letter appeared in "Voice
of the People":
"I agree 100 percent with
the letter about our Senator
Muskie which appeared in
the July 27 Press Herald.
"I would never vote for
Senator Muskie if he ran for
dogcatcher. Yes, I am a
Democrat, but I will never vote
the Democratic ticket again."
Two days later my letter
appeared, a · full eight ~ays
after I mailed it in. Needless to say, its effect must
have been considerably
weakened by this delay.
Shortly afterward, other
letters were printed wh~ch
condemned Muskie's trip to
Jackson State, ignoring the
fact that the students killed
were not rioters. One of these
letters claimed, "When Sen.
Muskie led that delegation to
Mississippi to attend a black
funeral he gave his support
to the anarchists." · But not
one letter of praise for
Muskie showed its . face in
the Press Herald.
On August 24, I wrote a
second letter to "Voice of
the People." I don't need
to tell you who it was
supporting;
just let me
say that it has not yet
appeared in print. Maybe if
I called the editor, he would
remove it from the round file
and run it next week.
Mr. Wright does not need
to change his ways, though.
It would be easier if he
simply changed the name
"Voice of the People" to
"My Favorite Letters." For
his efforts, don't you think
the guy deserves some type
of recognition? I do. My
suggestion is the verb
"wright." Its definition:
"To be so sure of one point

of view that you deny others
the freedom to express their
own.,;
Wright on, Franklin!

Aid In Trouble
pressing.
Folders had just
been received from Orono, and
no awards had yet been made.
There was literally nothing
in the way of outright office
facilities to handle student
aid at this time, which only
further served to complicate
the maiters.
The awards were
finally made towards the
latter part of August.
Mr. Sullivan is currently
aiming to alleviate the great
difference between the needs
of the students ~at about
1/2 million dollars), and
the actual money available to
the students this year, which
is about one-fifth of the
amourit needed. He intends to
do this in a number of ways,
all of which will in some
way help the situation. Mr.
Sullivan is currently working
with Mr. Maurice Littlefield,
in hopes of obtaining more
money through the alumni of
both Gorham and UMP, and
through local businesses.
In addition, working with
Chancellor McNeil to obtain
funds from the University
medium; and, with the government, for an increase in
federal aid to students~
The latter holds, I believe,
the most promise. Several
examples of Mr. Sullivan's
work most recently center
on his proposal to the 105th
legislature for an Indian
Financial Aid program.
In
the future he is , planning
to do a survey of student
income, through which he
can argue the need for federal
funds for student aid.
University priorities are
in favor of the Student Aid
facility at present.
Secretarial help to the student aid
office is currently the number
two priority. Mr. Sullivan
cites the fact that due to
the nature of student aid,
merely having the availability of funds is not enough.
There ·is a further need for
counselors, a guidance service to help the student on
a financial aid program.
This year will hopefully
find the solution to problems
of the student aid facilities
at UMPG. ,
PEACE
by Don Conant
I shall find peace within
these halls
Where cobwebs etch in their
dusty sprawl
And hold their court with age
and space
And shadows in their dusky
grace
For time is but an heirloom
here
And stack in in silence year
on year
And who am I but one to know
The silent bliss where sh~dows
grow.
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Gorham Student Leader Interviewed

October 5, 1970

'Records and Tapes
I
I

by Michael Schwartz
Dyer grinned and pointed to
the bare walls, "like a
blackboard for my office!"
Be~ng a student leader,
Dyer is acutely aware of the
issue of student power.
He
is all for it.
"Students
have always had power," he
claims, " •.• but they use
it only when an issue hits
them directly." Dyer
stated further that student
everywhere are now actively
seeking out problems and are
trying to use their power
to solve them.
He illustrated
this by pointing out, " .. kids
used to want to . be on the
prom decorating committee ...
now they want to be on the
committee that evaluates
teachers."
Dyer thinks that student
demonstrations are not a passing fad.
He is quite
unequivocally against the
violent tactics that have underlined student protests
at larger universities and
colleges. He feels that as
long as it is peac'eful and
orderly, a protest is justified.
In commenting about
last May's student protests
over Cambodia and the Kent
State killings, that occured
here at Gorham, Dyer criti~
cized the pro-Administration students for acting irresponsibly, " ••• they had
no respect for the opinions
or the rights of those students
here who felt they had to
demonstrate against the
government's actions" •.
He attributed all student
violen~e and the violence of
authorities in suppressing
student actions to, "this
same lack of respect for
people's opinions."
Dyer remembered amusingly
.that the large majority of
the students at Gorham
" ••. locked themselves in their
rooms when they heard rumors
that demonstrations on the
campus were going to be violent."
When asked about grass or
marijuana, Dyer stated simply,
"I'm straight." (a nonuser)
"It may be fine for others,
but I just don't want to."
As far as hard drugs like
'
aci'dll or L.S.D., heroin,
or speed, are concerneC,
Dyer has no kind words. But
he warned that harsher laws
will not stop their use or
spread, "What is needed is
better personal real relationships between people ... ". He
followed this up by claimiLg,
" ••. acid has messed alot of
my friends up." Better personal relationships to Dyer
means, "if I learned that a
friend of mine was doing
acid, I would go to him and
ask him why. By rapping
with him, maybe I could help
him stay away from it."
II

I

*NEW RELEASES

I
I

. Rich~rd Dyer of Prospect,
Maine, is the president of
the Student Senate at Gorham.
A thin young man of medium
height, he is topped by a
friendly face and sandy colored hair that is not too long
or too neat. His tastes
ref le.ct his times. At the
mention of his favorite rock
groups like the Creedence
Cl~arwat~r Revival or Crosby,
Stills, Nash, and Young, his
face lights up and he wistfully speculates how he could
manage to bring them to Maine.
D~er doesn't smoke anything,
cigarettes or grass. Starting
~is third year at Gorham, he
is a speech and theater major
whose only life's goal is
"to deal with people ...• I'n
happiest with them ... I've
done that all my life."
Last Wednesday evening,
this writer sat in President
Dyer's small but busy office
in the new student lounge
which to Dyer ioo~s .like,
"a spaceship." Leaning back
in his chair with his arms
crossed behind his head, Dyer
rapped for over an hour about
the different things that
concern a student leader of
1,692 people of a small state
unive~sity.
Tpe conversation started
with the merger of UMf with
Gorham State last summer.
He labeled the present state
of things as, "confusing ...
the more I come in contact
with it." Because they have
to commute back and forth
between Portland and Gorham
Dyer feels that the administrators of UMPG are more
difficult for students to
reach for advice and counsel.
" •... before when we had
an idea or a problem, there
was always someone around to
talk to, to exchage ideas
with •.•• but now they're
harder to find."
He commented further on
the impact of the merger on
the Gorham studentry by
reluctantly admitting that
they, " ... have been actinef
l~ke they don't care ••• apathet1c. 11 He described their
attitude, "it's like the old
lament, 'but my baby isn't
sick'."
,
"They only seem to be concerned · only when an issue
touches them personally."
Dyer dryly mentioned " •• the
students here will start
become concerned when something
like their tuition rates
go up." However, inspite of
this outward apathy, Dyer
senses, that the effects of
the merger are being felt
by everyone at Gorham from
the custodians up to UMPG
President Dr. William J.
MacLeod.
"One of the minor effects
of the merger is that it's
more difficult to get the
little things one needs,

I

·

LP

TAPEI

WOODSTOCK ••••••••• $8:13"9-$11.91

l*JACKSON FIVE ...... $2.99-N. A. I
( 3rd album)
I
I

I

I

I THE WH0 ........... $6.49-$7.991
I Tommy .
I

I
I
I THE WH0 ........... $3.59-$4.991
I Live At Leeds
I
I
.
I
I *MOODY BLUES ....... $3.59-$4.991
I

I A Question of Balance

I

I CHICAG0 ........... $4. 29 - $4 . 99;
I
I (2 Record set)

I

I
I
I

CHICAGO TRANIST
AUTHORITY ....... $3.59-$4.99I
(2 Record ·set)

I

I

I *TEMPTATIONS ....... $2.99-N.A. I
I Greatest Hist Vol. 2
I

II
I

I

CREEDENCE CLEARWATER

REVIVAL .......... $2. 99-$4. 991
Cosmo's Factory
I

I JOE COCKER ........ $5.99-$6.991
I
I Mad Dogs &[Englishmen

I

(2 Record set)

I

I

If you would like to order, I
I use this as your order form. I
I Circle the· recording you like.I
I Many more LP's & TAPES in
I
I Rock, Jazz, Soul, Classical. I

I

usend me free top 2 OO . listing

Send my order in tlLP a Tape
I
a 8-Track Q Cassetts
I Make Checks or M.O. Payable
l ' to order of "Edward Egan"
I Mail to "EGAN RECORDS
I GPO BOX 2997 NYC, NY 10001

I

I Name

I
I Address
I
I City

II
I
I
I
I

I

I

I

I

State

Zip

I

I

I NYC residents add 6% sales
I
I tax. Please add 20¢ for each I
I LP & TAPE for postage.

I

------~----------~
Law Enforcement

She said law enforcement
was just one facet of the
broad category of criminal
justice, and she would expect
in the future that degree
programs could be initiated
in other specific areas such
as delinquency, police beha~
vior, penology, and probation.
"The policeman must deal
daily - with a range of problems
and people that test his patience, ingenuity, character,
and courage in ways that few
people are ever tested," Dr.
Hinman said.
"The police
academy or vocational approach offers training
which leads the officer to ·
act by rote, but this is just
not adequate any longer. The
'how' and 'why' of techniques
and problems must be investigated through the broader
and deeper examination a university can provide." she
said.
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the night of the concert.
The show will be in the
Morrell Gym and will begin
at 8 P.M.
.

social news
by Fred Ream

Monday, October 5
PLAY TRYOUTS will be held
tonight and tomorrow night
at 7:30 pm on the Gorham campus in Russell Hall. The title of the play is "Rashomon";
anyone on either campus is
welcome to read for a part.
Last year, the Gorham Treehouse Players were invited to
tour Greenland this year by
the USO. Director Minor Rootes
hopes that both campuses will
be repre~ented on this tour.
So, GO to Gorham and read for
a part in "Rashomon".
Tuesday, October 6
DR. MACLEOD, acting president of UMPG, will be the
speaker in an open-end discussion period to be held
today at 12:30 P.M. in LBA.
The campus comminity is encouraged to attend and ask
whatever questions they desire of Dr. Ma cLeod.
Wednesday, October 7
RET. GEN. Hugh B. Hester
will speak in Luther Bonney
Auditorium on the Vietnam
situation at 1 P.M. His
visit is being sponsored by
the Student Senate. There
is no admission fee, and
the campus community is
cordially invited to attend.
Thursday, October 8
CATCH 22 will be shown at
2:30 P.M. at Cinema City in
Westb rook for students of UMPG.
Admission · for THIS SHOWING
ONLY will be $i.OO per person
with tickets purchased in advance from Father Brannigan
or in the Student Union.
FREE FLICKS are presented.
each Thursday night at 7:30
P.M. in Bailey Auditorium on
the Gorham Campus. The film
this week is "Under the Roofs
of Paris" by Rene Clair.
This 1930 French film is 80
.minutes long.
Friday, October 9
FRIDAY NIGHT at the Mo vies
resumes this week at 8 P .M .
in Luther Bonney Auditorium.
The films are not yet selected as this ~aper goes to
print, so watch bulletin
boards for titles. They will
start at 8 P.M. and admission
will remain at 25¢ with a
Portland or Gorham ID card~
50¢ without an .ID card.
JOHN SEBASTIAN and Jami~
Brockett will be in concert
at Bowdoin College in Brunswich. Tickets are available
in advance for $3.00 e a ch at
the information booth in
Moulton Union at Bowdoin.
Tickets will be available
for $3.50 each at the door on

Sunday, October 11
CHICAGO will be in concert at the Gorham campus of
UMPG. Tickets are priced at
$4.00 each and will be available on the Portland campus
in t0e LB Info booth as long
as they last. As of Friday,
Oct. 2, 2/3 of the tickets
had been sold with no offcampus ads.
The show will start at 8
P.M. and will feature Chicago in two 45 min. sets.
Bring a blanket· as you will
be sitting on the floor or
bleachers.

Trustees Approve
UMPG Appointments
_ PORTLAND--The Board of
Trustees of the University
of Main-e has approved the
administrative structure for
UMPG as recommended by Dr.·
William J. MacLeod, acting
president of UMPG. The
action took place at a regular meeting of the Board
held Monday, on the Fort
Kent campus.
In accepting the recommendations, the Trustees also
recognized and approved the
change of status of 13 mem- bers of Dr. MacLeod's staff.
Reginald B. Bowden,
Director of Public Relations
for Gorham, was named Director of Public Information and
Development for both campuses. A former press secretary to Governor John H.
Reed, he assumed his duties
on the Gorham campus in .
1965. Members of his department will include
Bryant P. Jones, Assistant
Director for News Services,
Mau_rice E. Littlefleld,
Development Officer and
Alvin D. Rogers, Editor of
Publications. Jones
and Rogers were formerly

dVO'ttbtt:StuJ.w~, o~.
613 CON11•• llft&ltT

.PDIIT&..ANo, . MAiHII CMIDI

SpeciaOucl PhotographJ
Color - Black & White
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Portraits
Weddings
Advertising
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n
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with the Department of
Public . Information and
Central Services on this campus and Littlefield headed
the Upward Bound program at
Gorham.
William J. Munsey, Director of Admissions at
Gorham for the past five
years, will now assume the
directorship of both campuses and be located
here.
Alfred E. Clarke, Director of Admissions at UMP will
become Associate Director.
An instructor of history
and government at Portland
Junior College from 1946
to 1957, Clarke was appointed
admissions at UMP when it
merged with PJC.
In the area of Student
Affairs, Jerome H. Sullivan,
Associate Dean of Students
at Gorham, will now become
Director of Student Aid
for both campuses under the
new structure.
Dorotny D.
Moore, Instructor in Education, has been named Associate Direct;r of Placement
for Gorham.
. Rebecca c. Larsen, the
first full-time registrar,
at UMP, will continue her
duties for the UMPG system.
Before joining the University in 1966, , she was affiliated with Colby College in
Waterville.
(cont'd. on page twelve)

NEW! SPECIAL
STUDENT CHECKING
ACCOUNT ... ·
NOW at Canal Bank in
Portland at 391 Forest Avenue
Starter checks FR;E:E:,
NO minimum balance
NO service charge
Pay only for the checks you use

C[ii81 Bank
MEMBER FDIC '
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SPORTS
by Dick Olesen and Larry Leone
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The one win came when Mary Ellen
Flynn defeated her opponent 7-5,
7-5. Polly Blake, Kerry Johnson
played well and should continue
to improve as the season goes
on.
CROSS COUNTRY
Br:iJan "Zippy" Gillespie lowered the 5.3 mile course record
Saturday at the Maine Maritime
Course. The Middies showed
strength by placing fi v e men in
the first eight places, however,
it should be noted that both
Ward and Audette showed vast
improvement in placing third
and fourth respectively . The
final score was 28-31 in favor
of the Middi es, and one or two
changes of places could hav e
meant victory for the locals.
The record so far is 0-2 with
good prospects of winning this
Wednesday against New England
College.
GYM HELP WANTED

UMP's KEN ROSS kicks downfield in Soccer
match last Thursday at SMVTI.

Soccer Club Wins Big
UMP's Soccer Club won a big
While our counterparts at
one in their opening match of
Gorham continue to believe
the season. Last Thursday they that they have the better team,
the p l ay in our recent game
.
d e f eated a previously
unbeaten
h ld
.
d bt t
-0.
Th
sou
raise
some
o
SMVTI team 2
1
e on y scorh
f h ou
.
. d.
1
ing of t he day was Stan Newell'st e va i ity o. t e~r statements.
In their third year
two goals.
Many factors were appar ent
as a sport the soccer club
in victory, es~ecially the out- has dev eloped into a winn i ng
team. As mentioned before we
standing if riot brilliant defense of capatin Klaus Salzdo have a new coach, Hal
mann and Bob "Bumb" Grant.
Menninger, along with the able
There was hardly a n y letdown
assistance of Prof. Larry
all afternoon as the play of
Taylor to give these boys
Salzmann and the leadership
the leadership they need.
of coach Harold Menninger kept
There next match is against
the ball club fired up. Both
Bliss College in Lewiston on
Jason Knight and Jack Fish
Tuesday.
If you can not make
made outstanding contributhe trip to Lewiston, we hope
tions while they were in
to see you at our next home
there.
game.

One electrician capable of
meritorious work in repairing
over and over burned out wires
in radios. Blue Cross, Blue
·Shield avaiable, because it
will be needed. Contact Mr.
Googins in the gym's equipment
room.
BASKETBALL HOPEFULS
Anyone interested in playing
either freshmen or varsity basketball should contact Richard
Sturgeon in the gym immediately.
Tryouts will begin for both
squads on Oct. 19 and those
interested must take a physical
examination prior to practice.
Therefore, it is essential that
you contact Sturgeon. There
will be 19 varsity games and
10 freshmen contest along
with many scrimages.
BASEBALL
Mr. Sturgeon is also holding
~all baseball tryouts for anyone interested in playing next
semester. All participants are
urged to contact Sturgeon
immediately.
PEP SQUAD

Intramural Sports ·

The athletic dept. is asking
any -male students interested
in leading cheers, with the
half as Jabar, Davon, and Mcregular cheering squad, to
Clough stood out for the Res
leave their name with the
Ipsas. TEP like the Cosa Nostra secretary in the gym. This
found themselves in the 2nd
type of squad is used at most
half, but couldn't put it all
large college campuses and
together for a score. Atkinson, would be a refres.hing change
to this .campus. Men will not
Leone, and Dion played well in
be required to wear skirts-,~
the losing effort. Today Vis
just yell.
Majorp play Frosh Floggers at
3:15. Outstanding Bac;k: "Buzz"
Atkinson; Outstanding Lineman:
Don "Beast" Savage.
CHEERLEADING
GIRLS TENNIS
Tryouts for UMP cheerleaders will be held on Oct.
Due to rain the tennis match
21 at 4 p.m. in the gym.
between Westbrook and UMP was
Regular scheduled practices
held in the UMP Gym. Not being
are for Oct. 5 , 7, 12, 14 ,
use to the indoors the girls
and 1 9, f rom thr e e to four
lost all but one match . Most
of t h e players p l a y ed the i r first p.m. i n t h e gym.
college match, where Westbrook's
girls looke d more e xperienced .

..

JOINT TORTFEASORS 20-COSA NOSTRA 12
The lawyers inagurated the
1970 season by defeating the
Cosa Nostra on a wet Deering
Jaks Field. Both Sitar and
Detroy played well for the
mouthpieces in a winning effort.
The Cosa Nostra had two touchdowns calied back early in the
game, let down a bit, and came
back strong in the 2nd half.
Dipetro and Navano played well
in a losing effort.
RES IPSAS 28--TEP O
Too much strength as t h e defending champs waltzed ov er the
TEP represenatives. ·Most of
the scor.in_g -was dene in the 1st
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Library Announces New Books
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Career Info Center

Q,n Regula r Schedule

REFERENCE
Buros. Personality tests and reviews. Ref. BF698.5B87
Gehman. New Westminister dictionary of the Bible. Ref. BS440G4
Keeslar. National catalog of financial aids for students
Located on the second floor
entering college. Ref. LB2338K4 1967
.of Luther Bonney Hall is the
Career Information Center.
ART
Under the supervision of the
Novotny.
Toulouse-Leutrec. ND553T7N613
UMP Business Club and its
Ormond. George Du Maurier. NC242D807 1969
coordinator, Timothy SchilSummerson.
Victorian architecture. NA645S9
dro t : , the center offers the
Wilber. Architecture of Islamic Iran
stud ent a wide variety of literature on graduate schools
BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS
and careers in certain fields.
Bruns. Accounting & its behavioral implications. HF5657B76
There are about 160 catalogues
Durbin. Welfare income & employment. HV99N59D8
oh hand from different schools.
Mathias. First industrial nation. HC253M36 1969
The literature on careers
Rapkin. Residential renewal in urban core. HD7304P5R3
covers such job opportunities
Ross. Elusive art of accounting. HF5625R69
as those in nursing, the armed
Stigler. Behavior of industrial prices. HB235U6S7
force$, government\ social
·
warner.
Collective bargaining in public service. HD8001C6 1969 work, the communication media
and almost all areas of the
EDUCATJ,:ON
business world.
The written
Demerath. Power, presidents, & professors. LB2341D4
material can be taken out of
Deutch. Disadvantaged child. LC4065D4
the center for a twenty-four
Edwards.
Black students. LC2801~3
hour period.
If the material
Feldman. Impact of college on students. LA226F44
is not returned within this
Fitzgerald. College student personnel. LB2343F553
period, then the student will
Gross. Radical school reform. LB41G84 1970
rec eive a small fine.
Kolburne. Effective education for mentally retarded child.
Besides the literature, the
LC4661K57
student has available to him
Kelman. Push comes to shove; escalation of student protest
a tape recorded lecture series
LD2150K43
concerning success in a given
Summerhill: for and against. LF795L692953S8
career entitled "Lead the
Wolff. Ideal of the university. LA227.3W63 1969
Field~ by Earl Nightingale.
Other tapes are also available
HISTORY
in the center.
The center hopes
Douglass & Terrill. China & ourselves. DS777.55C446734 1970
to obtain tapes made by personnel
Gayl. Orange & Stuart. DJ182G413 1970
of different companies describGrey. Romanovs. DK37.8R6G7
ing the salaries and opportuniKitano. J~panese Americans. EL84J3K5
ties that their firms offer.
Lacy. Rise & fall of a proper Negro. EL85.97L23A3
Outside the information center,
Mao. Political thought of Mao Tse-Tung. DS778M3A538 1969
the student will find a bullePeterson. Thomas Jefferson & the new nation. E332P45
tin board where both the dates
Richthofen. Red Baron. D604R4713
of interviews and talks given .
Suarez. Cuba: Castroism & communism. Fl788S8813
at UMP by ~epresentatives of
Viachos. House arrest. DF852V55 1970
careers, and the dates of tests
War_den. Bostonians: 1689-1776. F73.4W37
such as the selective service
Wickwire. Cornwallis: American adventure. E267W48
and law school eiams, will be
po~ted.
Also, a list of newly
(More releases next week)
arrived tapes will be on the
board. These interviews and
talks should begin by the middvarious academic fields in
le of October.
In the past,
foreign nations.
It is
the dareer Information Center
imperative that nominations
was open, but not on a regular
and applications in both
basis. Today,"October 5, it
programs be commenced by
will
begin operating on a regUMP Professor Allan
the middle of October."
ular
schedule.
According to
Whitmore has released a
For further information,
this
schedule,
the
center
statement on the Wilson &
consult Professor Whitmore
hopes
to
be
open
from
9 a.m.
Fulbright fellowship proin Room 212, Gymnasium.
to 3 a.m., Monday thru Friday
grams:
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . and from 6 p.m. to 6:45 p.m.,
"During the past several
Monday thru Thursday.
years, the Woocrow Wilson and
Fulbright fellovship programs have reduc:ed the number
of awards which they extend
Additional
to beginning graduate students.
Nevertheless, both programs
Library Service
still offer some financial
.F
assistance to successful
f
.r
cortestants.
It also freIn hopes of providi~g
quently occurs that a solid
more extensive coverage for
performance in the comRefereLce Service, the librapetition will encourage
ry has installed a "Code-agraduate schools to extend
phone" at Mr. Banner's desk.
financial assistance to
The "Code.:.. a-phone" has a
able candidates.
The Woodrecorded message and room on
row Wilson program is prithe tape for the caller to
marily interested in students
leave his request for inforapplying for graduate study
mation when the reference
in the humanities and the
des k is not staffed.
Mr.
social sciences, but consideBanner hopes to -be able to
ration is also given to
return the call with t h e
majors in mathematics and
required information.
The
the natural sciences.
The
number is 773-2981, ext. 318.
Fulbright program offers
grants for advanced study in

Fellowship,
Programs Offered

46 Market Street .r
.r
Portland" Maine

Dance Nightly
to
Live Entertainment
8;30 P.M. to 1:00 A.#4

I & Rock
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Five Appointed To

Senate To Stu~y

Social Sciences And

Cafeteria Prices

Three To Humanities

At the regular Tuesday
afterrioon meeting o f the .UMP
Student Senate
a committee was
set up to study the apparent
increased prices in t he UMP
. Dr . William J. MacLe o d,
Cafeteria.
The commit t ee wi l l
acting president of UMPG,
be
headed
by
Senior Sena t or
has an n ounced the appointJohn Day.
Also serv ing on
ment o f f i ve new members to
the committee wi l l be Jun i o r
t b e Di v ision of Social
Senato r Martin Mu rphy and senS cien ce s . a nd three to the
ior Nick Hazlet t.
Humanities Division on the
In a special Thursday
Portland campus. Those
a
fternoon
meeting , the Senate
appointed are Dr . Donald F.
received
word
from Camp,usAnspach, assistant professor
Mayo r Fred Ream that Eric Burof sociology; Joel W. Eastd on and War, the rock group
man, assistant professor of
s lated for a No vember concert ,
history;
Richa.rd S. Gros sin g er, instructor in anthropology; - has cancelled all appearances
for the next few months.
David C. Fullan, instructor in
Schedu
led to appear at the
sociology; Natale S. Caliendo
concert
will ~e Mongo Jerry,
Jr., athletic trainer and inBla
ck
Sabbath
and Bad fin ge r.
structor in physical education ;
Also
under
d
iscus s ion at
Dr. Joseph Gran ge , assistant
the
Tuesday
meeting
of the
professor of philosophy; Miss
Senate
was
UMP
membership
in
Lucia A. DiBenedetto, instructhe
Na
tional
S
tu
dent
Assoc
i ator in French; and Thomas R.
tion.
A
motion
wa~
offered
Carper, instructor in Eng lish.
to renew membership, but was
Dr . Anspach received his
killed
due to th e absence of
A.B. 9eg~e e from Franklin and
a
second.
Marshall College in 1964 and
The Senate also app roved
his M.A. degree from Western
the
speaking appearances of
Reserve University in 1966.
Robert
Mormon, an ex-drug
This year he was awarded a
addict;
the appearnace of
Ph.D. degree from Case Western
U.S.
Assistant
Secretary of
Reser ve University in Ohio.
State
M
ichael
Collins;
and
Eastman earned his B.A.
the
appearance
o
f
General
degree . in 1962 from the Orono
Hugh B . Hester, a peace ad campus- of the U. of Me . and
vocate.
Heste r is scheduled
his M.A. degree there in 1965.
to
speak
Tuesday, Oct. 7, at
Presently, he is a candidate
one
o'clock
in LBA.
for a Ph.D. degree at the
unamimous
affirmative
A
Unive rsity of Flordia.
vote
was
recorded
on a mot ion
Grossinger graduated in
by
Se
nator
Day
t
hat
read,
196 6 from Amherst Co llege
"The present inabili t y of
with an A.B. degree.
HE restudents
and staff at the
ceived an A. M. de g ree from
Portland
.
campus of UMPG to
the University of Michigan
cash
checks
is an unnecessary
in 1968 and currently he
a
n
d
intolerable
inconvenience.
anticipates his Ph.D. degree
We
therefore
recommend
to
from that institution.
the appropriate authorities
Fullam was awarded a B.A.
in
the administrative strucdegree from Colby College in
ture
of the university the
1960, and he received an M.A.
establ~shment
of a source of
degree in history and an M.A.
funds
which
under
adequate
degree in sociology from the
supervision
may
be
used for
University of New Hampshire.
the
cashing
of
personal
or
He is currently completing his
corporate
checks."
course work for his Ph.D . degree at UNH.
Caliendo was awarded a
B.S. degree from Springfield
Allen W. Milbury has
College in 1965. He is
been
appointed Director of
currently a candidate for his
Educational
Media for both
M.A . degree and a Certificate ·
campuses
and
will retain
of Advanced Study.
his
academic
rank as associ Dr . Grange received his
ate
professor
of Education
B.A. degree from St. Joseph's
at
Gorham.
Seminary in Yonkers, New York
Harold M. Lawrence, Bursar
in 1961, and his M.A . degree
at
UMP since 1957, and Wayne
in 1965, and Ph.D. degree in
F.
Briggs,
accountant at
1970 from Fordham University.
Gorham
were
named business
Miss Di~enedetto received
h er B.A. d egree from Emmanuel
Co llege in 1963 and her M.A .
de gree from Middlebury Colleg e
in 1965. Presently, she is a
cand idate f or her Ph.D. d e g ree
fro m New Yo rk University.
Carper was awa rded an A.B .
Flowers and Antiques
degree from Harvard University
in 1958 and an M.A. degree
fr om New York University in
•
Congms SL Porll1nd. Mo.
1967, He completed his cours e
work for his Ph .D. degree at
Boston University in 1970,
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Edward I. Salmon from Campus
Eng i neer to Directo r of
Engineering and Planning;
and William B. Bulloc k from
Acting Bus i ness Manager to
Act ing Di recto r of F in ance
and Adminis tr ation.
managers . o f t he i r r e s pect ive campu ses.
. In add i t i on to the changes
in sta tus the Bo a rd a pproved
tit l e c hanges for t hree UMP G
admini s tra tors:
Dr . Robert
M. Yo rk, from Act i ng Dean of
I nstruc tion to Act ing Dean
o f Academic Affai r s ;

TEP Opens Rush
Phi Deuteron chapter of
Tau Epsilon Phi wil l formally
open its fall r ush program to
all students with at least a
2 . 0 accum; except non-veteran
first semester freshmen.
TEP,
the only national fraternity
on campus, now consists of 18
brothers . They have recently
leased a sixteen room house
three blocks from the campus.
"Advantages for joining
· a fra t ernity, accord ing to
TEP Chancellor Rusty Vennell,
"are manyfold. Involvement
at the school, in the community and within the bro~
therhood."
TEP Brothers hold vari ous positions on campus, including four of the ten Student Senators, th e Yearbook
Editor and Business Manager,
the Junior Class President,
and the Senior and Sophomore
Class Vice-Presidents.
"The experience g ained in
living with other brothers ,"
continued Vennell, "by being
able to talk freely amongst
each other, and participating
in parties, other social
events and intramural athletics develops a well-rounded
character in the individual. "
Signs will be posted this
week for information on interviews.

Appointments
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